New Template of Understanding:
An Authentic Passageway to Living Life on Fifth Dimensional Earth
Conscious Evolution: A New World View, Part 6

“A new template of understanding
inspires us towards an authentic passageway
to living life on fifth dimensional Earth.
This new course is a moment to moment
evolutionary journey that enables us to reach our full human
capability.”

Welcome... to the reading of this sixth editorial on Conscious Evolution
titled, “New Template of Understanding: An Authentic Passageway to
Living Life on Fifth Dimensional Earth.” As a point of reference my previous
article: “Seeding the New Prototype for Earth,” contained information on the
essential transfiguration of Earth’s body of consciousness and the seeding
of its new prototype to support the new blueprint of human life. Since
December, 2012, we can appreciate the importance of how the cosmic birth of this new stellar
configuration is paving the way for humanity to begin its authentic passageway to living life on
fifth dimensional Earth.
Consciousness, in its multidimensional form, radiates outward as a unified field of cohesion. In
my perspective, it emanates from a non-dualistic time-space continuum, and is an inclusive
turning point in our awareness where we accurately
assimilate an in-depth perception of the holographic “5D
template of understanding.” A conscious understanding of
what this template transmits helps us as we create and
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implement the 5D blueprint for our new way of life. Its in-depth perception upholds that all
human life shifts its framework of individual consciousness into a cohesive field of resonance.
When we attain this imminent resonance, we have access to our beingness within all
dimensions. We download the conscious knowing of all that we are through the dimensional
spheres of light, and authentically experience our finely-tuned perceptions here in the world of
matter. The unseen becomes visible.

The quantum physics of this alteration affects everyone living on 5D Earth regardless of where
we are in our evolutionary journey of life. During our refinement, the divine plan becomes
tangible,

and

limitation

transforms

into

possibility,

probability,

potentiality, and capability. This life-changing alteration is the ultimate
transfiguration in human history and it virtually shifts us into the
unknown so that we can become conscious of the new framework that
we are creating. This major adjustment may be challenging; however,
with all due respect for everyone’s innate capability, this threshold is an essential step along the
pathway of conscious evolution. Hence the holographic 5D template of understanding upholds
the sacred space for this innovative refinement to remain in the forefront of our day-to-day lives.

An essential 5D quality for us to consciously synthesize is our resonance within the solar heart.
The solar heart is one of 5 higher chakratic gateways that align the
circuitry within the Solar Spine. Its frequency transmits a unified
resonance that supports the spiritual nexus of universal brotherhood: as

above, is below. The cosmic cadence within this gateway connects all life
everywhere. It is the energetic distributor for an alchemical elixir of unified
light that emits an immense cosmic pulsation by way of the Central Sun or Galactic Core. Our
merging with this authentic unified resonance requires that we are able to energetically sense or
feel our cosmic pulsation of light as it radiates from the central sun into our physical body. As
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this fine-tuning takes place within us, it shifts us into a cohesive impetus that guides us to form a
co-creative partnership with the unified aspect of self that simultaneously lives in multidimensional timelines of our awareness.
For this reason it is imperative that we effectively maintain this unified resonance, so that our
physical body can hold the frequency of its 5th dimensional
configuration. Hence, the solar heart is a subtle portal of energy that
enables us to integrate all that we are as unified consciousness.
Although everyone is unique and senses or receives energy
differently, it is the unified cohesiveness within us that matters. Are
you ready to experience the pulsation of your inner cadence as you
live your life on the new Earth?
The more we understand the different ways that the holographic template of understanding
embodies our consciousness, the more we energetically feel the pulsation of our cosmic
cadence vibrate throughout our circuit system. Our ability to integrate the consciousness of this
holographic template is determined by our capability to let go of the imbalanced self-limiting 3D
Morphic beliefs and thoughts that binds us to collective consciousness. Hence, as we
experience balance and synchronicity between matter and spirit, we shift our consciousness
from 3D awareness into 5D perceptions of non-dualistic reality.

One of the authentic ways to fully living life on fifth dimensional Earth is to create a strong
foundation by positioning both feet on its soil, and connect the elemental
consciousness within our four lower bodies; physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual to the crystalline core of 5D Earth. Following is an example of
a resonant invocation that you can use to create the spiritual nexus of
universal brotherhood: as above, is below:
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Place your awareness inside the sacred chamber of the solar heart,
located just below the V-notch positioned at the top of the sternum,
and just behind the thymus gland.
While inside your sacred chamber of light
connect with the consciousness of your four lower bodies.

Shift your focus to the core of the new Earth.
Allow your physical body to
resonate with the consciousness of 5D Earth,
as it assimilates new encodements into your physiological circuitry.

Place your awareness on the mental body.
Allow it to resonate with innovative thought,
as it integrates its 5D codes into your neurocircuitry.

Focus your awareness on the emotional body.
Feel your emotions resonate with 5D stability and infinite love,
as it assimilates new encodements into your emotional circuitry.

Return your focus to the core of 5D Earth.
Locate your grounding cord and grab hold of it.
Align the physical, mental and emotional bodies with each other.
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Sense or feel your spiritual body in the core of 5D Earth,
Align it with the other 3 bodies and envision all 4 lower bodies connecting
with the Central Sun in Earth’s Milky Way.

Sense or feel your resonant pulsation of light as it descends
from the Central Sun into the core of new Earth.
Silently repeat after me,

I AM fully present here on fifth dimensional Earth.
And so it is.

As we move through the threshold of 5th dimensional consciousness, we have an opportunity to
simultaneously experience qualities such as; alignment, balance, creativity, abundance,
certainty, ease, grace and joy. While we integrate the initial phase of fifth dimensional
understanding we shift our perceptions, and consider the many opportunities that we have to
create a solid foundation for living life on the new Earth.
One of the ways to experience our cohesion is to become aware of and integrate essential 5D
qualities for living life on fifth dimensional Earth. Some of these qualities are:
Acceptance: the innate ability to accept ourselves, the way we are, as well as allowing others
their choice to just be; acceptance for the way in which the present moment reveals itself;
Alchemical Elixir: spiritual nectar; resonant pulsation of light; transmits the essence of infinite
love;
Alchemy: transfigures physical matter through intention;
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Alignment: conscious awareness of bringing our life into balance; configuration of balanced
energy within 5D templates;
Alteration: life-changing; shifting consciousness within dimensional timelines of awareness;
Authenticity: be true to yourself and acknowledge that the deep-seated nature of all that you
are is already within the core of your 5D humanness;
Blueprint: geometric grid of light that sustains stellar encodements, as in 12 configurations of
original DNA;
Change: expect the unexpected as constant change is the only stable condition. Remember that
as a quantum being of light and energy we are responsible for our actions;
Circuit System: physiological circuitry; elemental holding vessel for the unified circuit system;
reflects spiritual aspects in the circuit system that are cosmic in nature; neurocircuitry, emotional
circuitry, spiritual body;
Clarity: emanates as full knowing. Our crystalline conversion to this 5D quality is crucial for our
capacity to guide ourselves throughout the different phases of multidimensional life;
Conscious Evolution: awareness of spiritual growth through human development; evolving as
unified consciousness;
Conscious Knowing: immediate recognition of energetic transmissions that originate beyond
human intellect; realization of truth;
Conscious Preference:

the art of consciously living in human embodiment without the

framework of ancient conditioning; enables us to take every step of our evolutionary passage;
be responsible for the chain of events that we create in our life; stability of this 5th dimensional
quality emanates a vibration that streams outward into infinity; therefore, as co-creator we
manifest the experiences we choose to have;
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Continuum: time-space continuum; time experienced in another dimension; past and future
experienced in the present moment; spherical time and space;
Conversion: transmutation of our awareness from self-limiting beliefs and thoughts to a
heightened understanding; transfigures imbalanced energy within the Morphic field of collective
consciousness; brings our experiences into the present moment; synthesizes conscious
mastery with our divine birthright and our divinity;
Crystalline: perfected state;
Descension: merging of soul in the physical body; merging with resonant pulsations of unified
consciousness and experienced while living life on 5D Earth;
Dodecahedron: platonic solid with 12 faces to its design; sustains the frequency for the
interstellar substance ether;
Dimension:

location of time and space; timeline of awareness in which everything exists

simultaneously; infinite dimensions that are both interdimensional and multidimensional;
synthesizes space and time;
Fifth Dimensional Consciousness: resonant field of awareness that sustains a multitude of
frequencies; conscious awareness of one’s infinite existence;
Freedom:

results in letting go of the story that binds us to the Morphic field of collective

consciousness; act of authentically letting go requires forgiving others for their choices in life
and what we think they have done to us;
Fusion: that which is greater than the sum of its parts; cohesion within unified consciousness;
Gold-Platinum Light: resonant pulsation of light that amplifies the electron in the central conduit;
Golden Age: seventh era of light; unified continuum within time and space; development of selfsufficient communities based on conscious awareness; new blueprint for human life;
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Grace: the enhancement of all that we are; is a god-given gift to those who accept their
authenticity and attainment of true mastery.
Gratitude: remembering how blessed we are and being grateful for everything in our life,
especially the impediments, consequences, and aversions as they train us to appreciate the
goodness that 5D life has to offer; implies that we accept the way in which life reveals itself in
every moment; opportunity to see all that we are given in each moment;
Grid System: geometric blueprint of interstellar frequencies of light; grid work around 5D Earth;
ley lines form different grids;
Hologram: balanced 5D image that sustains heightened frequencies; imbalanced 3D image that
reinforces dualistic realities, polarization, and projection of thoughts and beliefs; images from a
split laser beam;
Honesty: applies to every aspect of 5th dimensional life on Earth. Everything we say and every
action we take is recorded at subtle levels; if we participate in dishonesty it is crucial that we
bring complete resolution to that which we have created;
Integrity: this 5D quality is absolutely crucial to living in multidimensional life; any individual or
business institution that lacks the attributes that this essential conversion requires may be
challenged in upholding the frequency of the new blueprint;
Humility: is being fully present in the heart; being modest about everything that we do;
I AM: “I” is the witnessing presence within unified consciousness and “AM” is All-That-Is
witnessing itself; covenant of light between the human self, higher self, and all-That-Is; evolution
of soul as it returns to its divine blueprint;
Icosa-Dodecahedron: energetically blends water with the interstellar substance ether; geometric
air-based solid of pentagons and triangles that sustain an advanced interstellar frequency of
light;
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Infinite Love: is without limits or barriers; the result of appreciation for the breath of life that
flows through us such as, gratitude, heart-felt love towards others, peace, equality, divinity,
synchronicity and synergy; assimilation of this heightened aspect of love unifies all life and its
solar frequency emanates outward to all aspects of our consciousness that simultaneously lives
in other star systems, galaxies and universes; as we expand our awareness to living from the
place of “infinite love” this finely tuned component of love becomes a pre-requisite for evolving
within the oneness of unified consciousness;
Intention: is the gratitude statement for the manifestation of our purpose and cosmic mission
while on the new Earth; awareness that all possibilities remain dormant until we choose to show
up and align with the essential experiences that enrich our life;
Integration: organization of the integral whole; fusion of light or intelligence as an innate
principle of knowing;
Joy:

an essential multidimensional quality that unlocks the gateway to experiencing inner

passion in everything that we do in life and for all that we have to offer to others;
Knowing: is the innate ability to receive an immediate download of energetic transmissions;
an intuitive inspiration that comes before the perception of rational awareness; as cosmic
intelligence and 5th dimensional intuition work together as natural partners, their cohesion
creates a divinely guided apparatus to experience an inner dialogue of multidimensional
communication; neutralization of all opposition from any inner or external conflict; mirrors all that
we energetically sense and feel;
Passion: this innate quality requires that we only do what we love, for it is the authentic way to
the materialization of alchemy;
Physiological Circuitry: elemental holding vessel for the unified circuit system; reflects spiritual
aspects in the circuit system that are cosmic in nature;
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Potential: consciously manifests our purpose or mission while we are on the new Earth; all that
we prefer to experience is at our doorstep, and we have an opportunity to hold the vision of
perfection so that it is reflected back to us; capable of being; fountain of creativity;
Purpose: our purpose of life experience and self-realization of all that we are as quantum beings
of light and energy.

Refinement: fine-tuning within one’s consciousness;

Resonance: vibrations of different frequencies on the same wavelength; fundamental conductor
and building block of the universe; inner vibrations activated in response to and external
stimulus; turns words into action and desires into reality; opens gateways and vortices to
multidimensional awareness; an invisible field where co-creation occurs;

Responsibility: accept full responsibility for all of our creations; living in integrity with our spoken
words, actions and deeds;

Solar Heart: energetic distributor of light; sustains the alchemical elixir of infinite love; cosmic
cadence that emanates from the central sun or galactic core; pulsation of light located just
below the thymus gland and deep within the sternum; unified heart within all consciousness;
sacred chamber of light that enables us to access heightened states of awareness;

Solar Spine: Synthesis of the seven primary chakratic centers and the 5 higher solar gateways;

Synergy: an inward/outward perception of union within multidimensional realities; unified
experience; to synergize energy is to use the highest vibration of light available for essential
transfiguration;
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Synthesis: fusion of separation within consciousness as in a unified experience of wholeness;

Synchronicity: the gateway to the present moment and all that is authentic and real; each
moment shifts into the next without any point of reference; this attribute enables us to manage
our energy in every moment rather than our time;

Timelines: interdimensional or multidimensional realities that change according to the relevant
density;

Time-Space Continuum:

time and space where all multiplicities of time and space are

experienced simultaneously;

Transfiguration: meltdown of density within the elemental circuit system-physical, mental and
emotional;

Transmutation: change to another phase of awareness; experiential process that purifies, heals
and perfects;

Truth: we understand the purpose for human embodiment; acknowledgement of other
interplanetary civilizations; experience of our full capacity for life on 5D Earth;

Unified Circuit System: complex grid system that infuses with the meridians of our physical body
through the central nervous system to the brain; functions as a unit of wholeness to balance our
body’s electric, magnetic, and subtle circuitry; point of reference for the integration and
stabilization of soul;
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Unified Consciousness: inner conversion rather than a reference to the many; conversion of
consciousness such as, individual, global, multidimensional, as well as within star systems,
galaxies and universes;

Vibrational Frequency:

emanation of oneness; wave(s) of energy that flow throughout our

physical body; electrical charge within the circuitry of atoms, molecules and cells;

These 5D qualities are only some of the many attributes that we are going to integrate while
living on fifth dimensional Earth. As we continue to move forward with our human progression,
additional awareness of the holographic template of understanding will be made available to us.

“We are the unified aspect of self.
As we sense or energetically feel the
qualities within the 5D template of understanding
we honor the divine nature of each one.
We are the conscious activity that invokes balanced partnership from within.
We transmute any beliefs that no longer serve us.
We grant new direction to our lives and leave our footprint along the way.
We are the creator of our present reality,
and maintain deep gratitude and appreciation for all of our experiences.
We truly see the gifts that life’s experiences offer us,
and as the essence of our being experiencing the purpose of life’s sacred meaning
we emanate infinite love towards all life on fifth dimensional Earth.
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As a co-creator of the endless flow that miracles and manifestations abide in,
We are at one with all of humanity sharing a common vision,
and through this unified vision we are able to fulfill our divine purpose.
We are quantum beings experiencing the highest capability of human life.
And so it is.”

This editorial, resonant activation and unified invocation is Copyright© in 2013. All rights reserved by
Salantra and Heaven on Earth International Inc. Permission must be obtained for you to copy or distribute
it in any form.

All 6-parts of this series of articles contains essential information to support you as you take a major leap
of faith in the impetus of your evolutionary journey towards the most important shift in human history. I
trust that you, the Reader, will make conscious choices for yourself, assist those you love, and hold this
planet in your heart, as we create our new blueprint for human life with as much ease and grace as
possible. I will continue to write articles for the Questers with the intention to bring forth information that
assists us in our conscious evolution.
Salantra, founder of Heaven on Earth International Inc. is a Heart-centered Entrepreneur, Golden Age
Teacher, Professional Frequency Holder, Clairsentient, and Vibrational Intuitive. She is also a SelfPublished Author and founding member of AWG: Archimedes Writers Group.
To contact Salantra:
Email: info@HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
Phone: 250.764.1179
Business: 250.764.1163

Cell: 778.985.5681
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